Evaluation of rebreathed air in human nasal cavity with N95 respirator: a CFD study
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Abstract

The carbon dioxide level within N95 respirator is higher than without it, which needs a mechanical explanation. In the current study, we built a three-dimensional (3D) model of normal human nasal cavity to simulate the volume of fraction of both fresh air and respired air within the nasal cavity. The model consists of large rectangular domain outside the nasal cavity representing ambient air, human nasal cavity and partial of the pharynx. Two cases were simulated. Case I refers to a human face with a N95 respirator onto human face, and case II refers to a human face without a respirator. Respiration cycles of both low (7.5 L/min) and medium (15 L/min) flow rates were simulated using Low Reynolds Number k-ω turbulent model. All the air entered the external box during inspiration was assumed to be fresh air, and entered the pharynx during expiration was assumed to be respired air. The results show that above 60% of inspired air is respired air in case I compared to less than 1.2% in case II. During expiration, the volume of fraction (VOF) of respired air in both cases was above 95%. The streamlines at peak inspiration were relatively smooth while entering the cavity in both cases; while at peak expiration large vortex was observed within the air space between human face and respirator in case I. In conclusion, the N95 respirator trapped respired air within the respirator which increased the VOF of respired air during inspiration. This might be one of the major contributors to elevated carbon dioxide level while wearing N95 respirator.

Introduction

Wearing masks and respirators would increase user burden due to the low permeability especially for respirator. Wearing an N95 respirator was reported to cause headaches among healthcare providers [1]. N95 respirator and surgical facemask also causes different heart rate and subjective perception of discomfort [2]. The physiology for these phenomena is not fully understood. One possible reason is due to the change of physical conditions around the respirators and masks. For example, due to slowing down of heat and substance dissipation, both N95 respirator and surgical facemask cause variations of microclimates around the masks [3]. Wearing respirator or mask would affect inhaled gas concentrations and respiratory resistances as well [4]. Particularly, wearing the respirator elevated the carbon dioxide level while decreased oxygen level within the respirator which may be the cause of subjective complaints for wearing respirators [5]. The increased partial carbon dioxide level also tends to affects breathing patterns and heart rate variability [6]. However, the reason for elevated carbon dioxide level within respirator and mask is unknown. One possibility is that the expired airflow, with higher concentration of carbon dioxide, is trapped around the masks and re-enter the respiratory system during the next respiration cycle.

In the recent few decades computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation has been proved to be a convenient tool to investigate airflow patterns in human nasal cavity [7-10]. However, there is yet no CFD study on substance exchange between human upper airway and external environment while wearing respirator or mask. Therefore, in the current study we carried out CFD simulations to investigate how the respired air is dissipated during respiration while wearing/not wearing N95 respirator as shown in the rest of this manuscript.

Materials and methodology

Computerized tomography (CT) scans of a 47 year old female subject with normal nasal cavity morphology was acquired in this study. The same process of 3-dimensional (3D) model reconstruction and discretization of human nasal cavity as our previous study was carried out using MIMICS (version 12.1, Materialise n.v., Leuven, Belgium) and HYPERMESH (version 10.0, Altair Engineering, Inc., MI, USA) [11]. As shown in Figure 1, there were two nasal models built. In case I, the 3D model of an N95 filtering facepiece respirator without an exhale valve (model 3M 8210, referred to as N95 respirator hereafter) was built. Figure 1 shows the 3D models of human nasal cavity in cases I and II.
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was integrated onto the human face to mimic the effects of wearing N95 respirator. This N95 respirator model was obtained by scanning the surface of it using a 3D scanner (http://www.delcam.com/). The respirator surface was imported into HYPERMESH, relocated to a position that it is aligned with human face and the majority of its edges are resting on human face with minimal gap in between. Although there is usually air leakage through the respirator, the nasal cavity was assumed to be perfectly sealed by the respirator as a simplification to the CFD model. This is achieved by merging the edge nodes of respirator with the nearest nodes on human face manually. The mask was also assumed to be inflexible. Case II in Figure 1 shows the 3D model of human nasal cavity without N95 respirator. In both models, the nasal cavity was extended to a large rectangular box (0.15 m in width, 0.14 m in height and 0.1 m in the sagittal direction) representing the surrounding ambient air. Partial of the pharynx was presented on the other side of the nasal cavity. For both models, five layers of prism mesh were created near the surface of computational domain with the thickness of each layer to be 0.05 mm to more accurately capture the near-wall viscous effects, while the core of the domains were filled with tetrahedron viscous elements. The size of the element was set to be 0.60 mm in the nasal cavity domain and the respirator domain to capture small morphological features, and 1.5 mm for the other domains to reduce computational cost. In total there were 2.8 million number of elements created including the ambient area, the respirator in case I (or ambient area in case II) and the nasal cavity. Grid independency of the current meshing settings has been verified in our previous study [11]. In addition, this CFD method has been previously validated by comparing numerical results with reported experimental data for other typical nasal airflow studies [12].

Instead of simulating all the air compositions, the air was simplified into two components: the fresh air that was brought into the nasal cavity from the ambient during inspiration, and the respired air that was breathed out during expiration from the pharynx. The properties of air in the material database of ANSYS FLUENT (Version 14.0, ANSYS, Inc., PA, USA) were used as fresh air. In addition, the respired air was assumed to consist of 78.04% nitrogen, 16.00% Oxygen, 5.00% carbon dioxide and 0.96% Argon. The overall density and viscosity were calculated proportionally based on the accordingly properties of these components specified in the database. The N95 respirator in case I was simplified as porous media. The same porous properties for N95 respirator as Lei et al. [13] and Li et al. [14] were used, where porosity is 0.88, and the viscous resistance coefficient is $1.12 \times 10^{10}$ l/m.$^2$.

During simulation, the human face and surface of nasal cavity was assumed to be rigid wall. A zero gauge pressure was applied on the surface of the external box representing the surrounding ambient atmospheric condition. With pressure applied in the pharynx, airflows corresponding to ventilation rates of both 7.5 L/min and 15 L/min were simulated, where the volume flow rate varies sinusoidally and the periods for inspiration and expiration were both 2 seconds. The pharynx pressure applied was obtained by running the transient simulation with velocity loads (ventilation rates of 7.5 L/min and 15 L/min) and measuring average cross sectional pressure at the pharynx. This measured pressure is then used as pressure boundary condition on pharynx during cyclic simulation of breathing. In addition, at inspiration the air entered the computational domain through external boundaries was assumed to be purely fresh air; at expiration, the air entered the pharynx was assumed to be purely respired air. As a multiphase problem, the mixture model in FLUENT was used to govern the two phases (fresh air and respired air). The airflow was assumed incompressible and Newtonian. Low Reynolds Number k-ω turbulent model was used to simulate all the laminar, transitional and turbulent airflow phases. At the pharynx, the turbulent length scale was set to be 0.63 mm based on its hydraulic diameter, and the turbulent intensity was fixed at 4%. On the external boundary, the turbulent length scale was set to be 31 mm according to its large hydraulic diameter and the turbulent intensity was 1% since the velocity on the boundary is almost static. For each model, with the above applied boundary conditions, three cycles of respiration were simulated to ensure convergence of cyclic transient flow and the results from the last cycle were utilized for analysis. The commercial software ANSYS FLUENT was used to solve all the continuity, Navier-Stokes turbulent, multiphase and porous equations. In FLUENT, the solver was chosen as pressure-based with PISO coupling algorithm. Standard discretization method was used for pressure and first order upwind was chosen for the other variables such as momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate. Time step was set to be 0.05 s with 80 steps for each breathing cycle. Commercial software ENSIGHT (Version 9.0.3(a), CEI, Inc., North Carolina, USA) was used for post-processing the data generated from FLUENT.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 2 shows the airflow rate of fresh air and respired air through the nostrils. In Case II, the majority of the inspiratory airflow is fresh air, while during expiration is respired air. In Case I, however, at the beginning of inspiration the majority of the inspiratory airflow is respired air, while near the end of inspiration the flow rate of inspired fresh air
increased to be slightly larger than respired air. During expiration in Case I, the flow rate of fresh air passed through nasal valve region is minimal. The proportion of fresh air/inspired air during respiration is similar between ventilation rate of 15 L/min and 7.5 L/min. The flow rates of fresh air and respired air through nostrils were then integrated over the whole period of simulated breathing cycle. In total, at both ventilation rates of 15 L/min and 7.5 L/min, during the 2 seconds inspiration above 60% of the inspired air in Case I is respired air compared to less than 1.20% in Case II; while during the 2 seconds expiration, the proportion of respired air is above 95% in both cases I and II. This finding suggests an increase of carbon dioxide level and decrease of oxygen level in nasal cavity with respirator due to the rebreathed air, which is consistent with Laferty and Mckay's finding.

Figure 3 (Videos 1,2,3 and 4) shows the volume of fraction (VOF) of respired air in a sagittal cross section of nasal cavity at beginning, peak and end of inspiration/expiration. The color in blue represents the volume occupied by pure fresh air, while the red color represents the volume occupied by pure respired air. The color in-between represents a mixture of fresh and respired air. At the beginning of inspiration, in case II, the cavity was filled with respired air with a mixture air stream straightly extending from the ambient to the nostril; while in case I, the respired air expanded alongside the mask to the region outside of the mask. From inspirational peak to inspirational end/beginning of expiration, the whole model was filled with fresh air in case II. However, in case I the cavity and nearby ambient region was still filled with mixture of fresh/respired air with decreasing tendency of VOF of respired air with time. At peak expiration, the respired air breathed out from the pharynx was directly brought into the ambient alongside the nasal vestibule in case II. In case I, due to the existence of N95 respirator the respired air was dissipated outside of the respirator at a much slower speed. This phenomenon could be more clearly observed.
in the supplemented videos (7.5.mpg, 7.5porous.mpg, 15.mpg and 15porous.mpg). The distribution patterns of respired air between ventilation rates of 7.5 L/min and 15 L/min are similar. As the air inside respirator dissipates much slower than without respirator, so does the heat and vapor exchange between the respired air and fresh air. This slowed dissipation causing difference in microclimate between interior and exterior of the respirator [2,15], which in turn affects the wearer’s respiration and subjective sensation [6,16].

Figure 4 shows the streamlines at peak inspiration/expiration in both cases. In case II, peak inspiration, the streamlines are more converged from the ambient region into the cavity. While in Case I, the streamlines arise along the whole surface of respirator into the cavity. At peak expiration, case II, the streamlines exited from the cavity directly, though with a little curvature. While in case I, large vortex was observed in the space between respirator and human face, preventing the respired air from exiting the respirator. This phenomenon explains the reason for the elevated VOF of respired air during inspiration. The simulation captured the difference of flow streamlines within the respirator in different directions such as peak inspiration and peak expiration. It is reasonable to observe such a difference as during expiration, the airflow with relatively high kinetic energy right hit on the respirator (simplified as porous media) and bounded back to form vortex within the respirator, while during inspiration the upstream airflow outside the respirator is much slower which allows the streamline to peacefully penetrate the porous media and enter the cavity.

Conclusion
In conclusion, through the current CFD simulation of multiphase flow, and by simplifying the respiration air as fresh air and respired air, we successfully observed elevated volume of fraction of respired air during inspiration. In this simplified model above 60% of respired air reentered the nasal cavity during the consecutive respirational cycle. This study also proves that CFD is a useful tool to provide reasonable explanation for experimental findings.
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